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Our way forward
We believe in Europe. We believe in
cooperation among people, and we
believe the XXI Century will be the one of
major transitions. Of course, we think of
climate change and the green new deal.
But let’s not forget demography,
geography and geopolitics.
Europe is getting older. There are numerous
challenges ahead, even more so for small towns &
municipalities of the peripheral areas. The
phenomenon will question our ways of life, & our
understanding of our societies, across Europe:
better foresee to adjust than react and endure.
Concentration is around the corner: brain drain & population
density are challenging in terms of citizens choosing how &
where they want to live, express themselves and build their
children’s future. I believe in small towns to answer the
institutional, political & confidence crises all around Europe.
Preventing Territorial divides and inequalities, promoting fair
distribution of Human, social & economic resources will be key to
our peoples harmoniously living together.
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Small towns need to
team up at EU level
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Sustainable development, access to
and amount of the EU funds
available, territorial divides as
well as attractiveness of all living
and economic areas: small towns –
and even more those in the
peripheries or in rural areas – are
often forgotten. We need to team up
at EU level to make sure our voices
are heard in Brussels.
A fair and balanced territorial
network and coverage of our lands
make sense, more than ever before:
“localism” and proximity are the key
words of the XXI Century. Whether
we
refer
to
public
services,
citizenship, food, local economy or
sustainable development, politics
and government in the EU must be
closer to its people.
The EU must be a union of citizens, for
citizens – wherever they live. Of that
depends the future of our Union as
well as of our small towns.
We are a citizen lobby who wants to
contribute to the protection and
promotion of our environmental,
economic and social common goods,
for the general interest.

Tugdual LE LAY
General Secretary
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Countries

The confederation of towns and municipalities of Europe
(CTME) represents the interests of the citizens of small
towns and municipalities in the European Union.
We represent more than 130 million inhabitants, 25 000
municipalities and we come from 5 different countries:
Germany (DStGB), Italy (ANCI), France (APVF), Romania (AOR)
and Hungary (TÖÖSZ)
We promote further European integration by means of
durable exchanges of information and good practices. We
are convinced we face comparable challenges, that we
will overcome through greater sharing and further
discussions. The EU level is the most relevant level to
tackle most of our small towns’ main challenges ahead .
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Our main
challenges
Our citizens are waiting for a European Union that
can effectively and efficiently tackle its daily issues.
We believe the Eu to be a natural partner to hopefully
address and solve some of our main challenges ahead:
-

Population Concentration & youth brain drain

-

Mobility, green transition, economic growth, medical
desertification, water distribution

-

Political institutions must be closer to the citizens. The
atmosphere of global defiance poses various issues

-

Digitalisation can be an answer to the territorial divide,
if its challenges are also all taken into account
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Our main
priorities
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Sustainable development
& Green New Deal
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“We need a concrete, applicable and clear
definition of sustainable development and
clean energy to give shape to the Green new
deal we are all calling for”
Vice-President
of the Confederation

Following the commitments of
the Covenant of Mayors, small
towns in the EU have a key role
in achieving our Sustainable
development goals, notably
regarding digitalisation, the
fight against global warming
and territorial divides.
The risk is real.

Rural, peripheral & small-town
Europe are the victims of
growing territorial and social
divides across the continent.
We find ourselves in the front
line when faced with the

The emergency is
ecological
and
social, but it is
also territorial

- Roland Schäfer
DStGB vice-President

abandonment of populations.
The green new deal must be a
way to achieve a smooth and
sustainable development for
our communities.
Together
with
local
authorities’ associations of all
countries of Europe, Regions of
Europe, the EU institutions and
in particular the European
Committee of the Regions, we
wish to participate in the coconstruction of political and
pragmatic responses to these
concerns.
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The necessary means to
fight Territorial divides
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“The cohesion policy is a tool to fight social
inequalities and discrepancies among and
between European territories. It can’t be treated
as an adjustment variable”
Vice-President
of the Confederation

The EU territorial &
cohesion policies are
a top priority for
small municipalities

- Christophe Bouillon
APVF President

the EU budget cut is a very bad
signal for local authorities
and especially small towns.
Structural funds (European
Regional Development Fund,
European
Social
Fund
&
European Agricultural Fund
for Rural Development) must
not be an adjustment variable
and cannot compensate for
the weakness and inadequacy
of the EU budget.
We demand an emergency plan
to ensure current policies be
extended in the case of delays
in the next MFF’s approval.
In response to the EU’s
growing missions, its budget
should be expanded through
own resources. We ask the new
priorities of the Member
States not be financed on the
back of European solidarity
policies, the mostWWW.SLIDEFOREST.COM
visible to
our fellow citizens in the
territories.

Transitions:
foresee to adjust rather
than react & endure
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“The digital, demographic and geographic
dynamics at stake trigger major transitions our
small towns must be prepared to address”
Vice-President
of the Confederation

- Markus Honnigfort
Mayor of Haren (Ems)

Our populations are getting
older, citizens are demanding
public services, and greater
accountability of their leaders.
We believe proximity is the
answer, and local authorities
can provide a solution.

to address the territorial
divide, transitions must be
anticipated. First, digitalization
can help close the widening gaps
between territories, provided
we have a collective response to
the issues of data security.

peripheral
areas
must
be
accompanied through mobility,
renewables, health and quality
of life evaluations in order to
counter
brain-drain
and
metropolisation of living areas.

Here are some concrete steps to
bridge the gaps and provide
answers to citizens. The risk? The
rise of the far-right or worse,
disinterest for democracy &
government of our societies.

Anticipating the major
transitions: localism
to halt extremism and
restore confidence
WWW.SLIDEFOREST.COM
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Our
Team
Dr. Klaus
nutzenberger
Director for Europe

Chiara spinato
Special advisor to
The President
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Confederation of Towns and Municipalities of Europe
Confédération des petites villes de l’Union européenne
Konföderation der Gemeinden und Städte Europas
Contact:
Tugdual Le Lay, Secrétaire general
tlelay.europe@gmail.com
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